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Executive Summary 

Future arms control treaties may push nuclear weapons limits to unprecedented low levels and may entail 
precise counting of warheads as well as distinguishing between strategic and tactical nuclear weapons.  
Such advances will require assessment of form and function to confidently verify the presence or absence 
of nuclear warheads and/or their components.  Imaging with penetrating radiation can provide such an 
assessment and could thus play a unique role in inspection scenarios.  Yet many imaging capabilities have 
been viewed as too intrusive from the perspective of revealing weapon design details, and the potential 
for the release of sensitive information poses challenges in verification settings.  A widely held perception 
is that verification through radiography requires images of sufficient quality that an expert (e.g., a trained 
inspector or an image-matching algorithm) can verify the presence or absence of components of a device.  
The concept of information barriers (IBs) has been established to prevent access to relevant weapon-
design information by inspectors (or algorithms), and has, to date, limited the usefulness of radiographic 
inspection.  The challenge of this project is to demonstrate that radiographic information can be used 
behind an IB to improve the capabilities of treaty-verification weapons-inspection systems.  

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is supported by the Department of Energy Office of 
Nonproliferation and Verification Research and Development to develop image analysis and feature 
extraction techniques for robust component identification that eliminate the need to store sensitive 
reference images or sensitive image parameters.  Focusing primarily on radiographic imaging, these 
techniques include identification of features that discriminate between different materials, reduction of 
images to non-sensitive summary data to allow the storage and comparison of references, and further 
measures of consistency using correlations between active and passive images. A main objective is to 
build on previously developed techniques to establish robustness to variations in radiation material and 
shielding configurations and for a variety of imaging technologies.  

Project goals are 

• Year 1 – Refine and extend previous PNNL techniques for verifying stored fissile material, 
focusing on nuclear weapons and weapon component verification and counting. 

• Year 2 – Apply techniques and analysis to images from real imaging systems and define general 
system requirements for use of the techniques. Integrate techniques with prototype IB concepts. 

• Year 3 – Analyze performance for warhead verification and counting. 

This report summarizes our progress in Year 1. 

Year 1 Accomplishments 

The bulk of our work during this first year was reported in three papers presented at the Institute of 
Nuclear Materials Management Annual Meeting in July, 2011.  The basis for this effort, founded in 
previous algorithm development, was compiled in an article in Nuclear Instruments and Methods, A.  
These four papers are attached as appendices.  A summary of our accomplishments is given below. 

We began by defining specific verification problems of interest and surveying imaging capabilities. 
Directed by NA-22 to consider both nuclear weapon dismantlement and warhead verification and 
counting scenarios, we defined a phased approach in terms of three object-of-interest scenarios: the AT-
400R storage container used at the Mayak Fissile Material Storage Facility and two nominal nuclear 
weapons.  These objects represent a range of complexity in content and configuration, from dismantled 
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components to multiple warheads on a missile, for which adequate simulated images may be produced 
using Pacific Northwest National Laboratory resources.   

A survey of imaging technologies, primarily focused on radiography (emission, transmission, and induced 
emission), was undertaken to complete this “scenarios” picture.  The technologies reviewed included fast-
neutron scatter cameras, coded aperture (gamma and neutron), Compton cameras and hybrid coded 
aperture-Compton systems; X-ray, gamma-ray, and neutron radiography; and multi-modality systems 
such as combined fast neutron and gamma-ray radiography (FNGR), gamma-ray combined with LIDAR, 
and combined emission/transmission computed tomography.  While emphasizing application to a range of 
imaging systems, we initiated contacts with individuals developing specific systems for potential 
algorithm benchmarking; focusing our attention on capabilities at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL), including fast neutron coded aperture systems and tomographic imaging systems such as the 
Nuclear Materials Identification System and Advanced Portable Neutron Imaging System.  It is our intent 
to combine our techniques with promising imaging technology.  In particular, applying our algorithms to 
multi-modal systems such as those developed at ORNL may prove especially fruitful. 

Our image analysis techniques follow two primary paths.  The first path broadly considers extracting 
physical features from radiographic images, such as material composition and attenuation characteristics. 
These features have been estimated in PNNL’s past work by employing assumptions regarding 3D 
geometric distribution of material, allowing for a limited evaluation of overall density and attenuation 
characteristics.  Results were extended by considering the energy profile of attenuated photons measured 
by an X-ray radiography system and photon-counting detectors. Both spectral methods for contrast 
improvement and spectral and dual-energy methods for material discrimination may enhance previous 
attempts to discern materials within transmission and emission radiography images. These methods may 
increase the contrast between SNM and shielding materials, improving determination of the presence of 
nuclear materials, allowing for a simple yes/no metric for SNM detection to be developed. With further 
study, these methods may prove useful for the verification of objects in both warhead counting and 
dismantlement verification settings.   

The second image-analysis path relies on generating image transformations that can be used in templating 
to verify the presence or absence of weapons or weapons components.  The key to such transformations is 
that they must be “non-invertible”—destroying the ability to reconstruct details of the original image—
yet rich enough in information to enable a confident presence/absence decision.  Greater reduction of 
image information provides greater assurance against possible release of sensitive information, but 
enough reduction can destroy the ability to verify.  The concept of “perceptual hash” was shown to be 
able to incorporate and enhance the histogram approach developed earlier.  Using perceptual hashing as a 
framework for transformations with provable non-invertibility and confident verification, we studied the 
degree of information reduction that maintains verification on a set of test object images using 
histograms, and considered how image details might be reconstructed from the histogram. The appeal of 
the perceptual hash concept lies in its reliance on well-established cryptographic hash results and the 
acceptance of hashing in IB technology.  Perceptual hashing may allow templates to be used without the 
need to store sensitive data, and has broad potential application for enabling imaging in arms control.  

Next Steps 

In the following two years of the project, we plan to finalize further refinements to the techniques, 
demonstrate the integration of the techniques with formal IB principles, test the techniques on images 
taken in laboratory and campaign settings (as available), and analyze their performance.  Specific items to 
be addressed include: 
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• Integrating spatial constraints, based on estimates of three-dimensional structure, to improve the 
current pixel-by-pixel material discrimination/recognition techniques; 

• Determining requirements for realistic imaging systems to enable the use of these techniques; 

• Testing histograms for verification using known objects and “spoof” objects for a variety of 
characteristic images; 

• Designing and implementing an approach to “attack” histograms to reveal details of the original 
images; 

• Extending the techniques to apply to neutron interrogation-based systems and potentially other 
imaging systems; 

• Combining the algorithms with imaging technology developed to benchmark results with 
measured data and further determining imaging system requirements in terms of algorithm 
performance. 
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1 Introduction 

Future arms control treaties may push nuclear weapons limits to unprecedented low levels and may entail 
precise counting of warheads as well as distinguishing between strategic and tactical nuclear weapons.  
Such advances will require assessment of form and function to confidently verify the presence or absence 
of nuclear warheads and/or their components.  Imaging with penetrating radiation can provide such an 
assessment and could thus play a unique role in inspection scenarios.  Yet many imaging capabilities have 
been viewed as too intrusive from the perspective of revealing configuration details of devices, and the 
potential for the release of sensitive information poses challenges in verification settings.  In particular, 
using a reference image for comparison requires storing sensitive information in non-volatile memory, 
which increases Information Barrier (IB) design complexity (The Joint United States DOE-DOD 
Information Barrier Working Group, 1999).   A widely held perception is that verification through 
radiography requires images of sufficient quality that an expert (e.g., a trained inspector or an image-
matching algorithm) can verify the presence or absence of components of a device.  The principle of 
information barriers (IBs) has been established to prevent access to relevant weapon-design information 
by inspectors (or algorithms), and has, to date, limited the usefulness of radiographic inspection.  The 
challenge of this project is to demonstrate that radiographic information can be used behind an IB to 
improve the capabilities of treaty-verification weapons-inspection systems.  

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is supported by the Department of Energy Office of 
Nonproliferation and Verification Research and Development to develop image analysis and feature 
extraction techniques for robust component identification that eliminate the need to store sensitive 
reference images or sensitive image parameters.  This work builds on a multiyear LDRD project in which 
PNNL explored passive and active radiography image analysis for weapons dismantlement (Pitts et al. 
2010, Robinson et al. 2010) (see full paper in Appendix D).  These methods included development and 
use of radiography with high energy X-ray sources, autoradiography with radiation imaging detectors, 
and an initial study of information barrier requirements.  The image analysis methods included simple 
(non-sensitive) identification of features that discriminate between different materials, reduction of 
imaging data to histogram-based summaries for comparison to non-sensitive references, and further 
measures of consistency using correlation between active and passive images.  In the LDRD effort, the 
methods relied on several simplifying assumptions, such as the separation of objects in the images, known 
geometry of imaged objects, and limited image noise.  Additionally, the robustness and security (in terms 
of the inability to extract sensitive information) of histogram-based methods was not yet well established.  
The first objective of this project is to further develop the techniques, establishing robustness by studying 
their sensitivity to variations in radiation material, shielding configurations, and to a variety of imaging 
technologies, and studying the non-invertibility of image histogram-based templates.  Subsequent 
objectives are to demonstrate the integration of methods with IB principles for use with specific systems, 
test the techniques in laboratory and campaign settings, and analyze their performance. 

1.1 Summary of FY2011 Research 

To carry out this effort, the specific verification problems of interest and imaging capabilities needed to 
be defined.  Directed by NA-22 to consider both dismantlement and warhead verification and warhead 
counting scenarios, our first task was to define the scenarios in terms of a set of objects of interest that 
represent a range of content and configuration from dismantled components to multiple warheads on a 
missile.  A survey of imaging technologies, primarily focused on radiography (emission, transmission, 
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and induced emission), was undertaken to complete this “scenarios” picture.  While emphasizing 
application to a range of imaging systems, we initiated contacts with individuals developing specific 
systems for potential benchmarking of algorithms, focusing our attention on capabilities at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) including fast neutron coded aperture systems and tomographic imaging 
systems such as the Nuclear Materials Identification System and Advanced Portable Neutron Imaging 
System.  It is our intent to combine our techniques with promising imaging technology at ORNL.  

Our image analysis techniques follow two primary paths.  The first path broadly considers extracting 
physical features from radiographic images, such as material composition and attenuation characteristics. 
Extraction of quantitative information from any radiography image suffers from the overlap of two-
dimensional (2D) projections of the 3D object, however in the weapons counting or discrimination 
context there are a few pieces of information that we can exploit: general knowledge of certain object 
dimensions (e.g., external dimensions, shape of internal components) and a very specific task—detection 
of materials of interest that exceed a specified size.  A step toward exploiting the material-discrimination 
task is examining the use of energy information in radiography to better discriminate special nuclear 
material (SNM) from benign material or other sources of (background) radiation.  This work draws upon 
the literature in medical imaging and security screening, specifically cargo inspection.  

The second image-analysis path relies on generating image transformations that can be used in the 
creation of templates to verify the presence or absence of weapons or weapons components.  The key to 
such transformations is that they must be non-invertible—destroying the ability to reconstruct details of 
the original image—yet rich enough in information to enable a confident presence/absence decision.  
Greater reduction of image information provides greater assurance against possible release of sensitive 
information, but enough reduction can destroy the ability to verify.  In the context of perceptual hashing 
as a framework for transformations with provable non-invertibility and confident verification, we study 
the degree of information reduction that maintains verification on a set of test object images using 
histograms, and consider the question of how to test the ability to reconstruct image details. 

The bulk of our work during this first year is summarized in three papers presented at the Institute of 
Nuclear Materials Management (INMM) Annual Meeting in July 2011.  The papers are attached as 
appendices.  In the following report, we briefly highlight the main points and refer the reader to the papers 
for details.  Within this report we summarize our research activity since the INMM meeting. 
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2 Verification Scenarios 

Development of verification scenarios, in which objects pertinent to inspection are simulated and 
analyzed, requires three major tasks: defining the verification objects and their components, surveying the 
imaging technology available to apply to the components, and generating images that would supply 
benchmarks for testing and further algorithm development.  

2.1 Verification Objects 

We defined a phased approach in terms of three object-of-interest scenarios.  The three scenarios are the 
AT-400R storage container as used at the Mayak Fissile Material Storage Facility and two nominal 
nuclear weapons.  These objects represent a range of complexity in content, design, and configuration 
from dismantled components to multiple warheads on a missile.  The AT-400R was chosen as a 
representative dismantlement object currently in use, and because a container is available for imaging at 
PNNL.  Additionally, the general structure of the container and the mass of the fissile material contents of 
the container are unclassified so that algorithm development, analysis, and results can be carried out and 
discussed without the need for classified computing or reporting restrictions.  Sufficient information on 
the other objects of interest is available for simulation and subsequent algorithm development and testing 
on classified systems at PNNL. 

2.2 Survey of Imaging Technology 

We completed a survey of the history of imaging in arms control and radiological imaging technology 
that might be applicable to warhead verification and counting.  The results of this survey were 
documented in a paper presented at the INMM Annual Meeting in July (see Appendix A).  The goal of 
this survey was to:  

1) Understand the state of the art in imaging methods and the data/attributes they produce. 

2) Develop contacts with several of the developers of these imaging systems to allow testing of 
algorithms with real images. 

3) Develop a set of requirements for future imaging systems for arms control based on the 
performance of our algorithms from nominal, multi-modality systems.  

From the perspectives of algorithms developed in this project the imaging system would need: 

• Sufficient spatial/angular resolution for edge-finding algorithms. 

• Photon-counting detectors with sufficient count-rate capability for multi-energy radiography and a 
materials discrimination algorithm.  

We are studying more detailed imaging-system requirements in the context of verification algorithm 
development, as noted in Section 3.1.  Our conclusions in the survey paper included the following.  

• Recognizing the breadth of technologies surveyed, it is of interest to combine the algorithms with 
imaging technology developers to benchmark results with measured data and determine imaging 
system requirements in terms of algorithm performance.   
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• Additionally, we currently consider only radiography data.  Reconstructing 3D images behind an IB 
involves more processing and analysis, but the potential benefit may be high verification confidence.  

• The perceptual hashing concept may apply to any type of images, but performance in terms of spatial 
resolution needs to be investigated.   

The full survey can be found in the attached paper in Appendix A, and a brief summary of imaging 
technologies is given in Table 1 of the paper. 

An important study not covered in Appendix A is the Project Cloud Gap study performed in the 1960s 
(declassified in 1999).  Figure 2.1 shows one of the main results from Field Test FT-34: Demonstrated 
Destruction of Nuclear Weapons (Project Cloud Gap).  The graph plots the ability of inspectors to 
discriminate between real and fake weapons versus the intrusiveness of the techniques used (as measured 
by the number of pieces of classified information revealed during the inspection).  The inspection 
methods were cumulative (e.g., A2 consisted of Geiger counting and the methods in A1).  This figure 
shows that adding x-ray imaging significantly improved the discrimination ability of the inspection, but it 
also greatly increased intrusiveness.  Also of interest is that only full access to the disassembly provided 
perfect discrimination, but this was not actually tested, just assumed.  The challenge of the current project 
is to demonstrate that the position of point A4 can be moved to the left and possibly up.  In other words, 
to demonstrate that analysis of radiography images behind an IB can benefit verification tasks without 
compromising information security. 

 
Figure 2.1.  A1: Dimensions, Weights, Centers of Gravity, Case Features, A2: View through Access 

Doors, Geiger Counter, A3: Neutron Counter and Gamma-spectrometer, A4: X-ray Plate 
Examination, A5: (untested) Full Access to Weapon Disassembly.   

The ideal method would be in the top-left corner with 100% discrimination and zero intrusiveness.   
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2.3 Simulations, Benchmark Images, and Test Images 

Simulated radiographs were generated for the AT-400R storage container as well as a number of simple 
objects for algorithm development.  To benchmark the AT-400R simulations we initially measured an 
available example of the container with its internal contents and a tungsten sphere in place of plutonium, 
using a 450 kVp bremsstrahlung source and computed radiography plates.  The images showed visible 
contrast between the boundaries of interest and provide confidence that our simulations paralleled reality.  
Higher-quality images—larger area, higher spatial resolution, and improved contrast—are being pursued 
using a solid-state, digital imaging system.  These data could be used for further simulation benchmarking 
as well as algorithm testing and development.  Details on the other objects of interest were gathered in 
preparation for simulation, subsequent algorithm development, and testing on classified systems.  Further 
details of AT-400R simulations can be found in Appendix B. 

We discussed opportunities to work with images from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) staff 
including Paul Hausladen, Klaus Ziock, John Mihalczo, Seth McConchie, and Brandon Grogan, and were 
provided with a few representative example results from neutron interrogation-based imaging systems.  
Many of the ORNL systems have much higher resolution and would be more invasive than those from 
earlier campaigns such as the “Reentry Vehicle On-Site Inspection (RVOSI) Technology Study” 
measurements at the FE Warren Air Force Base (Abe, 1994), and represent a potential path forward for 
application of our techniques.  Both unclassified test images and classified data may be available from 
ORNL from existing and upcoming measurement campaigns.  It is our intent to combine our techniques 
with promising imaging technology.  In particular, applying our algorithms to neutron and multi-modal 
imaging systems such as those developed at ORNL may prove especially fruitful. 
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3 Verification Algorithms 

Our image analysis techniques follow two primary paths.  The first path broadly considers extracting 
physical features from radiographic images, such as material composition and attenuation characteristics.  
These features have been estimated in PNNL’s past work by employing assumptions regarding 3D 
geometric distribution of material, allowing for a limited evaluation of overall density and attenuation 
characteristics.  Research in the first year of the project focused on extending methods developed under 
LDRD to account for unknown occultation of objects of interest and materials of varying geometry and 
makeup, while considering that knowledge of the specific geometry will be limited.  These results are 
extended here by considering the energy profile of attenuated photons measured by an active radiography 
system. The spectroscopic imaging and dual-energy imaging approaches considered by this work can 
potentially provide a much greater discrimination of SNM from background and other radiological 
sources.  The second image analysis path relies on generating non-invertible transformations of the image 
to be used as templates for verification, and studying the extent to which such transformations do indeed 
prohibit the ability to reconstruct details of the original image while enabling confident verification.  We 
studied these questions in the context of “perceptual hashing” as a framework for transformations with 
provable non-invertibility and confident verification.  Ultimately, integration of multiple algorithms is 
expected to provide the greatest degree of confidence in verification. 

3.1 Material Discrimination for Attributes 

Our progress in development of material discrimination methods and current results is summarized in a 
paper presented at the INMM Annual Meeting in July, included in Appendix B.  The first method is based 
on multi-energy gamma-ray transmission imaging and the use of mass attenuation coefficients as material 
basis functions for estimating effective areal densities of individual materials.  Limiting the set of basis 
functions to a set of low-Z materials and Pu, such as would be present in the AT-400R storage container, 
the method showed promise for correctly indicating Pu where it is present and not indicating Pu where it 
is absent.  These studies assumed a 450-kVp bremsstrahlung source equivalent to an x-ray source 
available for benchmarking measurements at PNNL.  The second method uses spectral images and an 
energy-window ratio to enhance image contrast and isolate multiple objects in the image.  This approach 
is intended for use in enhancing warhead counting based on passive images.  

Our previous efforts on material discrimination hinged on the simplifying assumption that a full image (in 
principle using either transmission or emission radiography) would exhibit good separation between 
objects and thereby allow for image verification techniques based on that separation (Robinson et al. 
2011).  This separation is unlikely in realistic images, due to the unknown and potentially confounding 
structural elements expected in real objects of interest.  However, an imaging system capable of 
producing images as a function of energy as well as spatial position would have the additional capability 
of discrimination between regions of interest by using those spectral differences.  Incorporating energy 
information was a key step forward in our methods; combining energy information with limited a priori 
information about object structure is expected to improve discrimination further. 

Both spectral methods for contrast improvement and spectral methods as described in the INMM paper, 
attached as Appendix B, may enhance material discrimination within transmission and emission 
radiography images.  The results from material discrimination approaches can be directly interrogated for 
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the presence of nuclear materials, allowing for a simple yes/no metric for SNM detection to be developed.  
Details can be found in Appendix B. 

Challenges noted in the paper include accounting for the effects of noise and detecting scattered radiation, 
which must be studied to begin to make these methods practical.  In particular, with dense or thick 
materials, Compton scattering is expected to produce a substantial number of lower-energy photons which 
may escape the interrogated object and be detected.  High attenuation of gamma-rays in the low-energy 
region (due to high-Z, high-density materials) combines with the effect of a high level of Compton 
scattering so that reliable information is limited in the low energy region near the K-edges of the 
materials.  The K-edge features in active radiograph images have been exploited in the past for material 
discrimination algorithms in the medical imaging field, in which lower-density and lower-Z materials 
dominate.  Excluding low-energy information reduces the dissimilarity between the observed attenuation 
spectra of different materials, as the K-edges and other distinguishing features are primarily found at 
lower energies in our initial simulations using a 450 keV endpoint energy source.  For example, of the 
materials studied in the AT-400R container, only the Pu K-edge was included in the analysis due to a 
choice of lower energy cutoff of 100 keV.  Lack of available distinguishing features in the attenuation 
spectra makes material discrimination more difficult, although current results still suggest SNM 
discrimination is possible within these limitations.  

Our efforts on material discrimination this year since the INMM paper attempt to address some of these 
challenges, while others will be addressed in the second year of the project. 

3.1.1 Energy-dependent Passive Image Object Separation 

We designed a set of analyses to demonstrate the use of spectral information to enhance object separation 
in passive images.  Previous passive gamma-ray imaging studied for arms control may not have made full 
use of spectral information.  Incorporating spectral information can help separate sources and allow for 
verification of objects based on that separation, such as discriminating between background and SNM.  
The location of interesting regions could then facilitate identification.  To demonstrate this potential, we 
simulated a passive image of the AT-400R containing two spheres of Pu and applied the following 
spectral contrast enhancement algorithm, the results of which are shown in Figure 3.1.  The simulated 
detector was an ideal pinhole camera situated 2 meters from the object, and two emissive sources were 
simulated—the Pu objects themselves and a plane of background emissions behind the AT-400R, with 
spectrum corresponding to previously validated measurements meant to represent the terrestrial 
background near the PNNL facility.  The figure includes a photograph of an example storage container, a 
simulated passive image, and two stages of results of the algorithm.  It should be noted that while many 
image contrast enhancement techniques exist, our goal is a simple algorithm that can be used within an IB 
to automatically identify localized SNM sources—images themselves would not be available to any 
personnel. 
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Figure 3.1.  Energy-dependent Passive Image Object Separation 

In many verification measurement settings, it is not likely that a reliable background image containing the 
object of interest without SNM elements would be available as a basis for comparison.  However, we may 
approximate the unattenuated background B(Ek) as a function of energy Ek in a set of energy bins indexed 
by k from an image region outside the object.  The angle between the vector of counts Cij in the (i,j) pixel 
and the vector of background counts B (across all energy bins) provides a measure of the spectral 
difference:  

𝑀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 �
𝐶𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝐵
�𝐶𝑖𝑗�|𝐵|

�. 

This cosine angle Mij (labeled “Spectral Dissimilarity Ratio” in the figure) is large in pixels for which 
background counts are highly attenuated and/or source counts are high, and thus does not itself provide 
discrimination.  Multiplying Mij by the total intensity in each pixel,  

𝐴𝑖𝑗 =  𝑀𝑖𝑗�𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝐸𝑘)
𝑘

, 

reveals the two Pu sources as shown in the figure as “Spectrally processed image.”  This process can be 
iterated as the estimate of background is refined, yielding automated object separation/ID in complex 
images behind information barriers.  This example indicates potential for separating sources when 
background cannot be independently measured, using spectral passive imaging. 

3.1.2 Analyzing Simple Geometries Consisting of Multiple Materials 

The presence of multiple materials is evaluated in this work by considering the energy profile of 
attenuated photons measured by an active radiography system. To enable a rigorous study of 
incorporating energy into our material discrimination techniques, and in particular to address the 
limitations on and determine requirements for these techniques, we stepped back from analyzing the full 
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AT-400R image to simple geometries with multiple materials.  This makes it easier to quantify error in 
estimation and to understand the limits of our techniques.  In this case, a point source with the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum corresponding to a commercially-available gamma emitter was simulated 
several meters behind the object to be interrogated, and an ideal plane detector was simulated on the other 
side of the object to provide image data.  Our recent advances address questions associated with noisy 
images, the use of an extended energy range (source endpoint energy up to 9 MeV) to capture a higher 
degree of variation in the mass attenuation coefficients of different materials, discrimination between 
high-Z materials, and the power of combining knowledge of spatial structure with spectral imaging.  
Many of these advances are aimed at evaluating more realistic data to determine the requirements on 
imaging systems that can use our techniques, including requirements on measurement time, source 
energies, and spectral and spatial resolution of the imaging detector. 

The problem of material discrimination is cast as fitting the forward (total) attenuation model: 

 

given the mass attenuation coefficients  for materials  in energy bins indicated by 

 for bins , and measured counts  in each energy bin.  That is, we estimate the 

areal densities  for each material by location (corresponding to each pixel), from which we derive 
thickness of each material at each spatial location (assuming that the true density is known).  This 
thickness estimate is compared to the true (simulated) thickness of an object to characterize the accuracy 
of the estimate.  

In developing algorithms we drew from a breadth of regression techniques developed largely in the field 
of chemometrics to solve a similar estimation problem (Beebe et al., 1998).  We tested simple linear 
regression, partial least squares, principle component regression, non-negative least squares (all of the 
latter on log-transformed data), and a variant of nonlinear optimization, and found non-negative least 
squares provided the most accurate results.  However, the lack of data in the low-energy regions near the 
K-edges of the materials (due to attenuation and scattering by dense and high-Z materials) precludes the 
use of those distinguishing features at low energy.  Aside from the K-edges, many of the mass attenuation 
coefficients as a function of E exhibit strong similarity.  Any fitting technique would of course be 
challenged by the near-collinearity of the mass attenuation coefficients in much of the energy range above 
100 keV, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.2.  Nevertheless, the more pronounced differences 
between the mass attenuation coefficients of Pu and relatively low-Z materials may enable confident 
discrimination between low-Z and SNM materials. 

0( ) ( ) exp ( )j i j
i

j iC E C E Eµ ρ = −  
∑

( )ji Eµ 1,2 ,,i n= …

jE 1,2 ,,j m= … ( )jC E

iρ
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Figure 3.2.  Mass Attenuation Coefficients of Four Materials Used in the AT-400R Storage 

Container.  Total cross-sections were obtained from the ENDF cross section libraries from the 
National Nuclear Data Center. 

3.1.2.1 Implementing the Algorithm 

Following submission of the INMM paper on material identification, work has focused on three 
questions: 

1. Effects of noise:  Unsurprisingly, the basis-function decomposition works well to identify 
materials in noise-free simulations (that do not contain scattered radiation).  We have begun work 
on models that incorporate photon noise, and for highly attenuating objects (e.g., Pu) in the 
energy range considered, the fits are qualitatively much worse than in the noise free case.  We are 
developing metrics to quantitate the degradation in the ability to identify materials by the 
inversion algorithm as a possible direction for determining minimum flux at the detector (and 
thus imaging times). 

2. Incorporating spatial-structure constraints:  Inversion to determine materials in the object in the 
work described above was performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis.  However, it is possible that 
information about the spatial structure of objects of interest may be available and could be 
incorporated in the inversion.  In a dismantlement scenario, spatial structure may be known quite 
well, and that information could be used to simplify the problem of determining whether a 
specific fissile material is present in a declared amount.  In a warhead verification scenario, 
constraining the problem with even a limited knowledge of structure is likely to make a big 
difference.  Additionally, spatial information can be learned behind an information barrier by 
drawing from the wealth of edge- and shape-finding image analysis tools, and then used to 
constrain material discrimination.  We have had some success improving the results of the 
inversions of noisy simulations by applying constraints on the number of materials that can 
contribute to a region of the image. 

3. Determining optimal energy regions:  This is a two-pronged attack that has examined the 
uniqueness of the basis functions (mass attenuation coefficients) used as a function of energy, and 
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an empirical study of inversion results using bremsstrahlung sources of different end-point 
energies.  Results of this work are expected to help determine the requirements for an X-ray 
source (and detector) needed for the inversion algorithm to be successful. 

3.1.2.2 Additional Areas of Study 

Further study is needed to determine optimal energy regions in terms of two objectives:  minimizing the 
collinearity of material mass attenuation coefficients and maximizing signal.   

Work in the second year of the project will focus on developing a framework for determining imaging 
system requirements for our verification algorithms and providing requirements for example imaging 
systems and verification problems, while continuing to improve the algorithms by incorporating more 
realistic noise models, realistic spatial structure constraints for more complicated structures, testing, and 
renewed development on simple layered material models, the AT-400R model, and unclassified models 
of objects similar in structure to nuclear weapons.  Merging of spectral and spatial approaches to material 
discrimination will also be performed, specifically exploiting the existing image analysis algorithms for 
edge finding and shape estimation.  Discrete image region finding will be combined with constraints on 
differences in composition between regions (e.g., the idea that one edge in an image only represents one 
change in material composition) in order to arrive at a powerful material discrimination approach. 

3.2 Non-invertible Transforms for Templates 

We initiated a study of the perceptual hash for image reductions as a provably non-invertible 
transformation.  The concept may provide the framework needed to address concerns about the histogram 
comparison approach we studied for dismantlement verification (Robinson et al. 2011).  Perceptual 
hashing methods use the core idea in cryptographic hashing but were developed to allow matching 
between images that are identical but for small variations (e.g., scaling, rotation, compression).  These 
methods are being studied to develop a template approach that greatly reduces the risk of disclosing 
sensitive information contained in images and the attributes that are extracted from them.  Perceptual 
hashing was developed for multimedia content authentication, image tampering detection, and image 
database search.  It combines image reduction techniques, like the histogram, with hash functions to 
provide compact representations of images for comparison.  Several references for perceptual hashing can 
be found in Appendix C.  Reduced images (e.g., features) must be coarse enough so that images that are 
perceptually the same are declared a match.  We summarized the challenges of sensitive information 
protection for application of the histogram comparison technique, and the proposed use of perceptual 
hashing to address these challenges, in a paper presented at the INMM Annual Meeting in July.  

The perceptual hash can incorporate and enhance the histogram approach, and may incorporate any 
alternative methods for image reduction.  While some excellent results have been obtained for the 
perceptual hash in different applications, an ability to simultaneously verify declared items and protect 
sensitive information in inspection settings must be demonstrated in principle.  The appeal of 
implementing a perceptual hash concept lies primarily in its reliance on well-established cryptographic 
hash results, and the acceptance of hashing in IB technology.  In terms of comparison to a reference, 
conceptually the process can be thought of in terms of comparing either the original images or a specific 
reduction of those images.  A perceptual hash could also be applied to any attributes derived from images 
based on physical principles and result in a template derived from agreed-upon attributes.  In any case, 
perceptual hashing may allow templates to be used without the need to store sensitive data.  Thus the 
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perceptual hash concept has potential broad application for enabling imaging in arms control.  Details of 
our summary of challenges of sensitive information protection and the potential use of histogram 
comparison in a perceptual hash framework can be found in the paper attached as Appendix C. 

Histograms and many other transformations of images are, strictly speaking, not invertible—one cannot 
reconstruct the original image from the transformation alone.  However, a priori knowledge or 
expectation of structure in the image helps constrain the inversion, so that image reconstruction may be 
possible.  Further reduction of information in the transformation (e.g., coarsening histograms) makes 
reconstruction more difficult, but also can hinder verification when comparing transformed images of 
reference and observed objects.   

Two fundamental questions arise:  

• How much structural knowledge is enough to reconstruct details, and  

• How can one reduce information or selectively introduce artificial noise to defeat inversion while 
maintaining confident verification?   

After the INMM paper, we initiated a study of the latter question and proposed a pathway for studying the 
former.  As an example of data reduction to defeat inversion, we considered coarsened histograms as 
described below.  

3.2.1 Tuning Data Reduction to Achieve both Verification and Information 
Protection 

To study the effect of coarsening on verification confidence and protection of sensitive information, we 
define information reduction parameters and try to determine parameter values that maximize confidence 
and minimize the possibility of inversion.  Our version of histogram coarsening is defined in terms of the 
number of intensity bins taken as 2k for varying integer k values and quantization of frequencies by 
multiples of 2l for varying integer l values.  Figure 3.3 shows an example of a histogram with maximal 
number of bins and frequency-quantization levels along with a coarsened version of the same histogram, 
using fewer bins and frequency quantization levels.  The goal is to reduce information until coarsened 
histograms of images of the same object are identical or nearly so, while keeping enough information so 
that coarsened histograms of images of different objects are significantly different. 

 
Figure 3.3. Histogram Coarsening Defined by Number of Intensity Bins and Quantization of 

Frequency Levels 

Cumulative coarsened histograms Ci  (simply defined as the cumulative sum over bins) are used within a 
Euclidean distance dij = Ci - Cj 2 for images i and j to quantify difference between the two images. 
When comparing two images in this way, achieving an exact match on images of the same object and no 
match on images of different objects is ideal for verification.  At some level coarsening will eventually 
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result in exact match between any two coarsened image histograms, destroying the ability to verify.  One 
of the key questions is whether parameter values exist that provide the ideal result.  Short of the ideal, we 
may consider optimizing parameter values with the dual objective of minimizing distances dij between 
images of the same object and maximizing distances between images of different objects.   

We test an approach to this optimization on a set of ten images drawn from our previous LDRD effort 
(Robinson et al., 2011).  Figure 3.4 shows the images, which were generated by the gamma-ray 
transmission imaging system described in that paper.  The objects are two Marinelli beakers filled with 
epoxy of two different densities, shifted around in the field of view of the imaging system to create some 
variation in addition to measurement error/noise.  We tested a simple objective function that may be 
considered a “distance between the distances”: the set of distances dij between images of Object 1 is 
compared to the set of distances between images of Object 1 and Object 2 in terms of the means of each 
set, normalized by the variance of the set of Object 1 distances (akin to a Mahalanobis distance).   

Alternatively, the fraction of exact matches in each group of comparisons may be used as a basis for 
determining optimal parameters.  Figure 3.5 shows results in our test case, in which parameter values can 
be found such that the verification ideal is achieved: at these parameter values, all of the coarsened 
histograms of Object 1 match exactly, and none of those matches the coarsened histograms of Object 2. 

 
Figure 3.4. Histogram Comparison: Effect of Coarsening on Verification with the Marinelli Beaker 

Test Case  

In cases with more realistic images for treaty verification, the notional tradeoff curve shown in Figure 3.5 
may be used to quantify verification confidence in terms of correct and false matches as a function of 
coarsening parameters.  A correct match here means that two images of the same object are correctly 
declared as such; a false match means that two images of different objects are incorrectly declared as 
images of the same object.  The curve indicates that at high levels of coarsening, the fraction of both 
correct and false matches is high, with the extreme case of a single histogram bin (giving the total number 
of pixels) producing a match for any two images; likewise low levels of coarsening produce few matches 
in either case.  
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Figure 3.5. Notional Histogram-based Verification Curve  

The critical follow-on question is whether we also have a non-invertible transform at a point on the curve 
in Figure 3.5 that represents an acceptable level of verification confidence.  To put it bluntly, is there any 
point on the curve for which sensitive information cannot be extracted from the histogram?  To try to 
provide a defensible answer to this question, we propose that a set of designed experiments with a 
simulated intelligent adversary is needed to test the invertibility of the histogram process.  This could 
entail collaboration with existing vulnerability assessment groups, or development of such a group in 
future efforts.  For example, either an internal or external team could be set up to attack the histogram 
comparison approach, by modeling the histogram as a function of structural/material parameters and 
determining whether accurate parameter estimates representing sensitive information can be obtained.  
With the transmission images of Marinelli beakers, features in the histograms can be roughly mapped 
back to the areal density of the material in the beakers at different locations.  By modeling attenuation 
using beaker density, cylinder radii and heights as parameters, can the beaker details be reconstructed?  
Then we can determine the level of information reduction at which the histogram process is not invertible 
to a degree sufficient to reveal sensitive information.  This would establish a framework for such studies 
on more realistic images.  Additional remaining challenges include laying the mathematical and empirical 
analysis foundations to address information management, robustness, and verification requirements.  

The steps above outline a framework for studying verification confidence that fits within the perceptual 
hashing paradigm.  Implementations and tests of the perceptual hash in other contexts have included 
methods for rigorously quantifying the accuracy of matching images in spite of slight variations, as well 
as rigorously quantifying the potential for invertibility of the perceptual hash such as the coarsened 
histogram.   
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4 Conclusions 

In this first year of the project, we began by surveying the imaging technology and defining a set of 
prototype problems and imaging scenarios.  We refined the techniques developed under the previous 
LDRD investment, in particular by considering increasing realism in a variety of ways.  The AT-400R 
container represents a more realistic object of interest as a basis for development, with multiple materials 
in layered, more complex geometries than we studied previously.   

Further refinement of material discrimination methods is needed to understand its limits with realistic 
images and to define imaging system requirements.  In particular, the potential improvement in 
discrimination by combining geometry and structure assumptions into regression models must be 
quantified for realistic images.  The applicability of these techniques must be broadened to take advantage 
of a variety of recently developed systems such as combined neutron-gamma radiography systems under 
development at CSIRO in Australia.  Such systems hold the potential for improving our techniques as 
well, by providing dual-mode information that can help discriminate materials.   

We studied coarsening in the histogram comparison technique as a form of perceptual hashing to generate 
a non-sensitive template, outlining a simple approach for quantifying the verification confidence as a 
function of coarsening parameters.  Rigorous mathematical foundations for the use and study of 
robustness and security of the histogram comparison and related perceptual hashing techniques must be 
developed using an extended set of realistic images, and taking advantage of perceptual hashing analysis 
in other applications.   

We will continue to develop techniques with the following fundamental verification challenges in mind.  
Attributes derived for material discrimination are intended to be non-sensitive, and the perceptual hash is 
intended to be a non-sensitive reduction of an image, so that both can be stored outside an IB.  Figure 4.1 
shows a schematic of the intended integration of perceptual hashing with IBs as an example.  The 
question is whether sensitive parameters can be determined from the attributes or from the perceptual 
hash.  If not, then storing these as references may be acceptable, making imaging for warhead verification 
possible.  Otherwise, alternative approaches will need to be explored.  We propose that determining the 
answer to this question requires developing an adversarial attack strategy, perhaps using an independent 
team, to assess the vulnerability of our techniques. 

 
Figure 4.1. Creating a Non-sensitive Reduction of the Image 
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In the following two years of the project, we plan to finalize further refinements to the techniques, 
demonstrate the integration of the techniques with formal IB principles, test the techniques on images 
taken in laboratory and campaign settings (as available), and analyze their performance. 
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Appendix A: Image-based Verification: Some Advantages, 
Challenges, and Algorithm-driven Requirements  

(PNNL-SA-80551) 
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Appendix B: Image-Based Verification Algorithms for Arms 
Control (PNNL-SA-80768) 
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Appendix C: Non-Invertible Transforms for Image-Based 
Verification (PNNL-SA-80555) 
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Appendix D: Imaging for Dismantlement Verification:  
Information Management and Analysis Algorithms [Accepted 

for publication in Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A.]; 
(PNNL-SA-78495) 
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PNNL-SA-78495 
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